Test Preparation & Check-In Form

Name ___________________________________________ Date of birth ________________

SBCC Student ID # (posted on your Pipeline account)   K ____________________________________________

Do you need extended time or another accommodation for disability?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No  If yes, email
dspshelp@sbcc.edu or call (805) 730-4164 before testing. Note: you may test once per testing period.
(October – January is the Spring testing period and February – August is the Summer/Fall testing period).

☑ Complete these steps at sbcc.edu/assessment:

1. Do you need to test? SBCC uses multiple measures, including high school grade point
average, coursework, and specific grades for placement into Math and English courses. Beginning Spring 2019, testing is optional for most students. Click on ALTERNATIVES TO
TESTING for more information and a list of test exemptions.

2. Choose a math test level & review. Click on SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS for review materials.

3. Make an appointment for testing. Call the Assessment Center at (805) 730-4149 or
email assessment@pipeline.sbcc.edu

4. Mark the test(s) you plan to take & add your total time: ____ hour(s)

☐ ENGLISH. 2 hrs. Includes 3 objective sections & a 20-minute essay you can type or handwrite.
Would you prefer to handwrite or type your essay? ________________

☐ ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE. 2 hrs

MATH. 1-2 hrs (includes a survey & tutorial). Math test #1, 2, & 3 are timed for 45 min.; #4 is 90 min.
☐ #1 Basic math test for placement into Fundamentals in Math/Pre-Algebra, Elementary Algebra, or
Intermediate Algebra with support. 1 hr
☐ #2 Algebra test for placement into Intermediate Algebra. 1 hr
☐ #3 Intermediate Algebra test for placement into Statistics, College Algebra, or Precalculus. 1 hr
☐ #4 Precalculus test for placement into Precalculus II or Calculus. 2 hrs

» WHAT TO BRING: ✓ This form ✓ Photo I.D. ✓ Pen or pencil

» CHECK IN AT THE ASSESSMENT OFFICE, Room SS-251 in the Student Services Building